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Figure 5-x: (frontispiece – untitled) 

 

 

 

 

 

Scene: interview with Cornerstones on their application for the RIBA Community  

Projects Fund:  (JR as northern coordinator) “so tell me, why do you want to renovate 

this disused school and church…?” (Cornerstones): “we just need a space where 

people – kids, teenagers, elderly – can do things...” (JR): “what kind of things, and 

will they pay for themselves, running a building is a big commitment you know” 

(Cornerstones): “well, our factories are closed, shops are empty, kids are on hard 

drugs... we just need somewhere to work out what to do next...”  
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Manchester’s Food Poverty Alliance estimates one-in-seven families are on the breadline, with only 

charitable ‘food banks’ to keep them from starvation.1  Citizens Advice Centres are closing, and the 

areas with most deprivation suffer the largest cuts.   Local workers pay their pension contributions 

into City institutions, which then count their profits quarter by quarter, so they are obliged to 

disinvest from the precarious jobs of those same workers. But while homeless people line the 

streets, the Manchester property market is booming, with £5 billion of construction on site, young 

professionals queueing for loft apartments, and rising house values which underpin a house of cards 

economy.  We could list many more ‘un-smart’ syndromes, gaps, myopias and dysfunctionalities.2  

But our aim here is not only to understand the system, but to change it...    

‘Economies’ is about the pathways from a myopic and destructive and ‘smart / unsmart’ system, 

towards something (at least a little) more responsive, intelligent and ‘wise’.  Our highly complex and 

‘smart’ economy is based (in theory) on ‘animal spirits’ and ‘winner takes all’ psychology, which then 

brings ‘un-smart’ results, with regular crises, obscene inequalities, and reckless destruction of life-

support systems.  So for real alternatives, we have to look beyond the current mindset.  We can look 

at the economy, not just as ‘things’ pulled around by consumer desire and investor returns, but as 

‘thinking’ – a kind of collective economic intelligence – which can learn how to organize human 

resources for real human needs.3    

All this points to something way beyond the normal debates on GDP or debt or tax rates.  But while 

capitalism itself runs (partly) on exploitation and greed, it seems not enough to say, “ok bad guys, 

starting tomorrow let’s all be nice to each other” (although utopian visions are really important).  

The challenge is more about enabling the ‘bad guys’ (all of us in one way or another), to start 

designing and building a new kind of system...  

We could provisionally name such a system ‘Co-opolism’, as the result of many ‘co’ words – 

collaborative, co-learning, co-creation and co-production (and ‘coffee’). In particular it’s about 

industrial co-evolution, more than re-volution, although there could be disruption along the way. In 

2008 the financial crisis seemed to open the door to new possibilities, but the elites of wealth and 

power quickly took back control. A decade later, high-minded Commissions and Forums debate 

‘Inclusive Growth’ or ‘Beyond GDP’, while others probe the ever greater extraction of wealth into a 

global ‘Money-land’.4 Could it be that ‘organized greed always defeats disorganized democracy’?5 

One response is to organize, to collaborate, envision, reinvent economic democracy for a hyper-

complex world, and map the workings of a collective economic intelligence. If we could see such a 

thing, it might look like the connexus in ECONOMIES-LANDSCAPE, upper left (A).  Seen in the middle is a 

layer of material production and market signals, ‘from farm to fork’.  Financial layers are the nervous 

system of the material economy. Social layers are about the relations of workers, entrepreneurs or 

customers, while political layers might organize for public values. And for what might connect and 

make sense of all these layers, this is the role of the collective economic intelligence. 

Such an economic system looks beyond crude material growth, and evolutionary ‘survival of the 

fittest’: it looks towards a more collaborative co-evolution, a ‘prosperity of the wisest’.6  Each Mode 

of economic activity can then work in parallel:  

• A ‘clever’ economy (Mode-I) is a complex technical system of production and distribution: it can 

produce large quantities of stuff, such as food or furniture, with a logic of market equilibrium;  
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• An evolutionary or ‘smart’ economy (Mode-II) is where entrepreneurs and speculators flourish, 

in a jungle of ‘winner-takes-all’.  This economy is based on the ‘invisible hand of the market’, and 

here the food or furniture might be traded / hedged / securitized, with a logic of competition;   

• And in a ‘wiser’ economy (Mode-III), the myriad chains of production and consumption are 

guided by ‘visible mind of society’, a collective economic intelligence, where ‘winners-are-all’.  It 

looks beyond the ‘animal spirits’ of free markets (i.e. freedom for the rich to exploit the poor), 

towards the ‘human spirits’ of collaborative markets.  Food and furniture is produced from 

sustainable resources, in the best conditions, with distribution for the needs of society.   

This ‘wiser’ Mode-III economics (aka, Economies-III, or, ‘synerg-onomics’), brings up fundamental 

questions. If production merges with consumption, if private markets merge with public services, or 

if material values merge with other values, then we need new kinds of economic thinking.  Many 

also seek similar ideas, and a thousand flowers are blooming...     

Overview & review:  new economic thinking 

On the ecological front there is green economics, doughnut economics, steady state 

economics, Buddhist and mindful economics.7 For production and/or co-production, we have 

wiki-nomics and long-tail economics, conscious business, cognitive capitalism, ownership or 

stakeholder capitalism.8  On the social-political front: feminist economics, institutional 

analysis and design, ‘human-omics’, and foundational economics.9  With a geographical view 

there is relational economics, new economics and ‘cognitive cultural capitalism’.10 And at the 

system level we see complexity economics, co-evolutionary economics, post-capitalism, and 

‘capitalism 3.0’.11  Each of these and many more are pushing at similar boundaries. 

In this chapter 

We start with mappings of the economic nexus and the forces of change.  Then we enter the LOCAL-

ONOMICS-III, a local test-bed for larger forces.  This highlights the CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III of materials and 

resources. Each of these depends on the collaborative business models of ENTERPRISE-III.  New 

possibilities then emerge for intelligent money and investment in FINANCE-III.  Over-arching all are 

the macro-economic questions of PROSPERITY-III, and the pathways ‘from smart economies to wise’ in 

ECONOMIES-III.  No final answers here, but live and urgent questions…   
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FIGURE 5-1: ECONOMIES - LANDSCAPE 
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1. What problem: Economies-landscape  
 

 

The financial crisis of 2007-8 unravelled the consensus on a global economic system, how it works 

and how to manage it. While the “99%” occupied, the “1%” increased their wealth, and the 

“0.00000001%” multiplied it many times.  Many (so-called) developed economies are stagnant and 

austerity, structural unemployment and social polarization.  Emerging, middle and lower income 

economies show higher growth, but at the cost of natural resources, worker conditions and human 

rights. However, not to overlook the good news – below-subsistence poverty has halved since 2000, 

half the world has at least some electricity and water supply, and two thirds have some access to 

mobile phones.12  And incredibly, over 2 billion now have social media presence, which might be 

good news, depending…  

The ghost at the feast is the ‘Apocalypse Soon’, the MADDER doctrine (‘Mutually Assured Destruction 

and Depletion of Ecosystems and Resources’), debated in Chapter 6.13  If fossil fuels are left 

unburned, as the science says is essential, their current asset values (at least 5 times global GDP), fall 

towards zero, and the global economy (as we know) it is in crisis.   If global growth continues the 

climate faces catastrophic droughts, floods, storms, causing mass starvation, migration and geo-

political conflict, in turn hitting global growth.  

All this shows up in the combined nexus, in the ECONOMIES-LANDSCAPE, upper right (B).  Here are 

social, technology, ecology, politics, cultural and urban domains, with inter-connecting syndromes 

and challenges all feeding each other. Each domain shows contradiction and crisis, but also the 

seeds of opportunity and transformation.  

We can start to map the economic metabolism, the textbook ‘circular flow of money’, in the centre 

left at (C).  Around this (virtual) table are not only economic supply and demand, but a wider set of 

actors and factors, less visible in the textbooks or national accounts – communities, public services, 

civil institutions, natural resources. This round table is a kind of base-map for the following sections.  

This ‘circular flow of money’ is also at the centre of a bigger picture, a ‘circular flow of multiplicity’ – 

social, technical, ecological, political, cultural – on the centre right (D).  Here value seems to be 

generated between the circles – social value comes via productive work, ecological value via social 

relations, financial value comes when the money is spent, and so on.14   

This bigger picture then shows three broad types of value-chains around the table. These start with 

the production supply-chains, and consumption demand-side (i.e. demand-chain) of the standard 

national accounts. Then they extend towards deeper-wider factors of value creation, i.e. land, 

labour, capital and technology.  We could place these in the so-called ‘civic-chains’, adding value for 

the public realm, in counterpart to the supply chains and demand chains of the mainstream 

economy.  Each of these also provides the logic of a transactional exchange system, i.e. market: this 

might run on hard cash, or another hybrid currency or exchange medium, (explored further in 

FINANCE-III).  Each of these value-chains provides the logic of a ‘pathway’, i.e. a collective learning 

process for collaborative value-creation.  In summary, these are the deeper-wider pathways / value-

chains so far:  
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- ‘Productivity pathway’ – (focused on the economic supply chain) – working on a ‘techno-

eco-economic’ combined logic, and enabled by mainstream finance.   

- ‘Livelihood pathway’ – (economic demand chain) – with a ‘socio-political-economic’ logic: 

enabled with a ‘social-public-good’ combination (quotas, incentives, internal markets).   

- ‘Civic pathway’ – (economic public-value-chain) – working with a ‘political-eco-cultural’ 

logic: and enabled by some form of ‘civic / cultural / knowledge’ system of transaction, 

assets and incentives (as seen in science, technology or cultural fields).   

 

Tensions and possible transformations 

The three-part scheme might look simple on paper, but meanwhile there are underlying tensions or 

possible disruptions, which are also the seeds of possible transformations.  

‘State versus Market’ is highly topical. In the textbooks the ‘state’ is quite different and separate to 

the ‘market’, but in reality, many economic assets and exchanges are somewhere between. We see 

hybrid partnerships, para-statal or agency models in many public services and infrastructures: and 

endless options in the third / social / civic / non-profit / domestic / grey / quasi-informal sectors (see 

ORGANIZATION-III).  Mainstream economics tries to squeeze all variations into a functional and 

monetary frame:  in contrast, a forward-looking Economies-III puts the fuzzy things at the centre of 

the picture.  

‘Institutions versus individuals’ is another tension: in most textbooks, private property and public 

goods are quite separate, but reality shows a wide spectrum of mandates, stewardships, leaseholds, 

licenses, collaterals and similar bundles of responsibilities and liabilities. And this question is crucial: 

with a simplistic ‘private property’ model, in so-called ‘consumer sovereignty’, we basically get the 

‘tragedy of the commons’, where selfish myopic individuals have no choice but exploit the oceans 

and rainforests to destruction.15  With a different framing, one of collaborative relations and shared 

interests, ‘tragedy’ can shift towards ‘opportunity’ of the commons (see DEEPER-MIND-III).   

Likewise, the notion of ‘production’ versus ‘consumption’ seems clear in the textbooks, but much 

real life is between, or both.  We could buy a meal in a restaurant, or a take-away, grow food to cook 

at home, or bring a dish to a party. In each case similar food is eaten by similar people, but the first 

and second are formal transactions (contributing to GDP), and the others are mainly social 

transactions (reducing GDP, ceterus paribus16).  The digital ‘sharing economy’ extends and 

complicates this picture, not always with positive outcomes, as in SMART-SERVICES-III.   

At the centre of this nexus is the perennial question of ‘value’.  In the textbooks, ‘sovereign 

consumers’ aim to maximize ‘utility’, so the ‘value’ of a product is de facto its market price (with 

variations for surplus).  Looking beyond this narrow logic, there are schemes for multiple value such 

as ‘sustainomics’, or the ‘Five Capitals’ (ecological, human, social, manufactured and financial).17  

This looks like a good start, but problems arise when the textbooks say, “let total environmental 

capital be X”, followed by elaborate calculations on this very abstract “X”.  Common experience 

shows that the ‘value’ of a forest is not only in tonnes of wood for sale, it depends on property 

rights, social activities or the cultural heritage of the forest. In technical terms, these outside 

‘contingencies’ and ‘intangibles’ can easily outweigh a pseudo-precise calculation of ‘knowns’ and 

‘tangibles’ (see E/VALUATION-III).  
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Lastly, much policy revolves around so-called ‘market failure’, gaps or barriers which seem to get in 

the way of an ideal, so-called ‘deep and liquid’ market.  The case of the Green Deal in RETROFIT-III, 

was  a story of investment hurdles, split incentives, and institutional barriers to an apparently logical 

scheme.  Many of our 40 pathways see ‘market failures’ as social or political or cultural syndromes: 

they explore potential synergies, which increase trust and reciprocity, and reduce the risk and cost 

of capital, turning ‘market failure’ into ‘collaborative opportunity’.  

 

Scenario mapping  
These tensions are driven by mega-trends, structural disruptions or game-changers, so here’s a quick 

tour of some of the most topical.  The ‘sharing economy’ of ‘co-production’ is enabled by digital 

platforms, from non-profit Wikipedia, to shared-but-profit-making Uber (see SMART-WISE-SERVICE-III). 

Each shows a rapid disruption of conventional business models, for instance in expert knowledge or 

in retail markets, and the digitally-enhanced ‘re-intermediation’ of new systems, as in public 

services, energy or finance. The ‘Internet-Of-Things’ (‘IoT’) then spreads the digital connectivity into 

every material product and system in life and work.  Robotics combined with AI can then take 

automation towards 100%, which suggests (to some) a forthcoming age of mass unemployment, 

with profound impacts, in a ‘fourth industrial revolution’.18  

For manufacturing, 3D / 4D printing may transform almost every material supply chain, while ‘Future 

/ Emerging Technologies’ promise even greater disruption, with nano-technology, sensing and 

scanning, energy harvesting, quantum computing, synthetic biology and bio-mimicry.   For services, 

automation is now about ‘data-fication’, with unlimited connectivity of social media, IOT and AI-

expert systems, as visualized in INFORMATICS-III.  Financial innovation with block-chain technology 

enables new sectors such as ecosystems trading, while robot avatars enable m-banking.   

For some, these disruptions point towards a ‘post-capitalist’ transformation of universal prosperity, 

where previously scarce resources are now reproduced at near zero cost.19 For others, ‘surveillance 

capitalism’ shows how one-way extraction of information leads to new patterns of hierarchy and 

exploitation.20  While information can reproduce at near zero cost, and household products can be 

printed on demand, the new scarcity and hierarchy will be in the positional goods and markets of 

‘real’ added value.  Some of these portfolios are skilled, entrepreneurial and highly priced, while 

others are in social activities, at present valued very low.   

These disruptions are then overlaid on the economic cycle of growth, decline and restructuring, 

pictured as the ‘infinity loop’ or dynamic cycle of renewal, last seen in CITIES-III.  Generally a ‘growth 

at all costs’ trend leads to crisis, whether economic, environmental or political. Then follows 

regeneration and then regrouping, ready for the next cycle.  At the moment most economic theory 

and practice is geared for growth, ignores crisis until too late, and then struggles with regeneration 

and restructuring beyond its capacity.  In contrast a ‘wiser’ Economies-III cycle aims to be more 

strategic and less destructive, aspirations which show up in ‘sustainable prosperity’ or ‘inclusive 

growth’.  

As for economic futures, beyond the simple numbers of GDP or jobs, we have not only ‘unknown 

unknowns’, but maybe ‘unknowable unknowables’ (see FORESIGHT-III).  But to put some lines in the 

sand, here are four economic scenarios, again following the framework of local versus global, and 
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public versus private. In the lower part (E) of ECONOMIES-LANDSCAPE,  each scenario shows a dynamic 

trend against a counter-vailing resistance: 

• ‘Global enterprise’ economies: global corporations, deregulated but highly organized, provide 

for all consumer needs, enabled by hyper-digital credit and social value accounting. 

Governments and public services are bought out by corporate providers. There are pockets of 

resistance, dodging the robot-avatars who patrol every corner of real space and cyberspace.  

• ‘Global community’ economies: businesses, supply chains and the resource base are closely 

regulated and managed through international cooperation. Inter-governmental organizations 

invest in advanced technology, protect liberties and privacies, and support social innovations.  

Backlash comes from an unlikely coalition of anarchists, localists / nationalists, and corporate 

free-marketeers. 

• ‘Local enterprise’ economies: a more conventional business-led economy brings slower growth, 

lacking the benefits of global trade, but with more room for small entrepreneurs and traders. 

There is also rising inequality and intolerance, along with many grey-black economies, which 

offer parallel systems of incentive and exchange.  Resistance comes from historic campaigns for 

social justice and equality.  

• ‘Local community’ economies: a community ethos and local governance pushes businesses 

towards non-profit social enterprise and community-based co-production at neighbourhood and 

city levels.  Technology innovation is slower, while the real progress is in new social-ecological 

organizations and enterprise models.  But not everyone is convinced by slow food and local 

production, and there are many attempts to hijack and sabotage the system. 

These scenarios are useful ‘what-if’ questions, to stretch the assumptions and ‘stress-test’ the 

pathways to follow – of which we now begin with the local...  
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2. Where to work: Local-onomics-III 
 

 

Not far from the bright lights of central Manchester is a typical urban patchwork – hollowed-out 

businesses and shattered communities, overlaid with creative metro-hubs and affluent suburbs. It’s 

easy to green-up former industrial sites, if public money can be found, but much more difficult to 

renovate people and communities. In northern England or rust-belt USA we are into the post-crisis  

restructuring phase of the dynamic cycle, polarized by (so-called) uneven development, with results 

for the ‘left behind’, ‘excluded’ or otherwise ‘surplus to requirements’. Other cities, such as Shanghai 

or Dubai, are now at the pumping high-growth stage, but they could also expect challenges ahead of 

crisis and restructuring, as the cycle rolls on. 

Overview & review: cities as problems or solutions 

There’s a global bandwagon for the ‘triumph of cities’ and the ‘metropolitan revolution’, and 

the logic that larger cities equals higher productivity, with a self-reinforcing growth 

coalition.21   In contrast is a discourse of ‘uneven development’ and widening gaps, within 

and between cities and regions and mega-regions.22  There’s a geographic effect of 

peripherality and economic dependency, from low productivity, low business survival and low 

investment.  There’s many forms of social dependency, with ill-health, skills gaps and 

unemployment, all adding to high welfare costs, as in current reports on ‘low-wage, high 

welfare’ city divides, compounded by the politics of austerity which hits declining areas 

hardest.23  Meanwhile new concepts of complexity and emergence and intelligent cities are 

taking shape in urban and regional analysis.24  But with the rise of populism / nationalism 

over economic logic, there’s a realization that it’s not all about the economy, there are 

deeper and wider forces.25  

As this deeper-wider view looks beyond mainstream economic thinking and LED (‘Local Economic 

Development’), we could frame it as ‘Local-onomics’ – (‘science and policy for territorial co-

evolution’).  Also note, ‘local’ or ‘urban’ is a kind of shorthand for many concepts – neighbourhood, 

district, urban, city-region, regional, bioregional, territorial – each is a possible ‘holon’ or systems 

unit, which is different from the ‘sovereign’ nation-state (although regions can be larger than small 

nations).  Also in practice, economic units don’t often match with political units or bioregion units (as 

in MULTI-LEVEL-III), with endless possibilities for argument. 
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FIGURE 5-2: LOCAL-ONOMICS-III 
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Local-onomics starts with a practical question:  to manage growth and decline with inter-

dependency, how can a city or region learn, think and create, with a collective economic intelligence?  

How can real businesses, large or small, learn and know more, on the needs of the community, 

potential of entrepreneurs, trajectories of innovation, or hidden resources of workers? 

Consider the case of childcare, as commercial business, social enterprise, or a public sector 

department.  With social innovation, as in a few brave examples, childcare could link with elderly 

care, building trust and learning between generations: with cultural innovation, childcare builds the 

collective memory and identity.  While childcare is almost invisible to LED or innovation policy, it’s an 

essential part of a ‘foundational economy’, by enabling and preparing future generations.26   On the 

other end of the spectrum is mainstream LED and innovation policy, with a high-end menu of bio-

tech, nano-tech, ICT, advanced manufacture and so on, all enabled by finance, incubators or science 

parks.  Most innovation systems assume the frame of competitiveness and material growth, 

reinforced by complex systems of indicators and policy incentives. But there are aspirations for a 

deeper-wider agenda for co-evolution, of combined social-technical-economic-ecological-policy co-

innovation.   

Overall we can rethink LED, shifting from ‘competitive’ towards ‘collaborative’ advantage, from  

‘smart specialization’ to ‘wiser inter-dependency’. We shift from a ‘knowledge economy’ as a 

commodity or branding for global markets, towards an ‘intelligence economy’ based on local 

‘business re-socialization’, and community ‘socio-eco-enterprise’.  In all this, radical utopias are 

often mixed up with practical actions around the corner.  So first, let’s take a reality check.   

 

Example: the post-industrial north 

Greater Manchester (GM) is by many counts a viable city-region: with a GDP of £48 billion 

and a diversity of manufacturing, services, technology and knowledge activity.  The City of 

Manchester is the UK’s second financial and professional centre, with a large medical / life 

sciences sector, creative / digital sector, and three universities with Nobel Laureates and 

100,000 students. Advanced manufacturing and LCEGS (‘Low Carbon and Environmental 

Goods and Services’) are fast growing: as are the global brands of Manchester City and 

Manchester United, with over 20,000 jobs in sport and leisure.  But then, behind its 

showpieces, GM is still highly dependent, with a fiscal gap (public spending over income) of 

£5 billion per year.  Growth is patchy and polarized: youth unemployment is high, skills and 

qualification levels are low, infrastructure is poor, and an ageing demographic brings 

dependency and long term illness.  

In response is a new jungle of acronyms, where the discourse has shifted from ‘strategy’ 

towards ‘enterprise’.  The 10 local authorities set up an executive ‘GM Combined Authority’, 

working in parallel with the ‘Local Enterprise Partnership’, with high aspirations for a world 

class knowledge base and low carbon economy.27  But behind the glossy surface is a different 

reality. The GM Low Carbon Hub aims to transform the city-region on a shoestring budget: 

and many ordinary businesses ‘out there’ don’t feel part of the magic circles of policy fixers 

and global entrepreneurs. 
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In the hinterland are the post-textile towns of East Lancashire, growth poles on the 

motorway network, and the affluent ex-urban villages of Cheshire and the Peak District. 

Rochdale, the birthplace of the world’s first retail cooperative, and later of experiments in 

community development, is uncertain and divided. In the South Pennines there is post-

industrial deprivation overlaid with eco-cultural regeneration. Hebden Bridge (described by 

some as a ‘drug town with a tourist problem’), was the home of the world’s first industrial 

cooperative: nearby Todmorden (described as ‘de-racinated localism’), is now the hub of the 

Incredible Edible experiment in food-based local enterprise (see FOOD-III).28     

Overall the story of Manchester shows co-evolution, from an industrial ‘smokestack’ Mode-I, 

towards an entrepreneurial Mode-II, creative but destructive of communities and livelihoods. 

Manchester then became the epicentre of a national experiment, with devolution of powers to city-

regions with directly elected Mayors, and a so-called ‘Northern Powerhouse’ (stretching from 

Liverpool to Sheffield, Hull and Newcastle).  Meanwhile there was a slow strangulation of local 

government, with 50% budget cuts for the most deprived, and the ‘Powerhouse’ is arguably a 

‘Poorhouse’ of lost opportunity and wasted resources.29    

The GM Economic Review now focuses on the productivity gap, with a ‘transformation’ scenario of 

growth, based on infrastructure (an easy option).30  But this doesn’t mention the underlying 

challenges – trauma of de-industrialization, deracination of white males, myopic education, 

metropolitan arrogance, financial extraction by the City, depressive hedonism of the young, and 

general alienation which surfaced in the Brexit vote.31 Any realistic and visionary LED or innovation 

strategy has to start with such challenges, and then link to more joined-up aspirations.  

  

Local-onomics in co-evolution  
Let’s visualize... here in LOCAL-ONOMICS-III, upper left (A), is a typical industrial or port city, with 

branch plants, logistics, primary and manufacturing industry.  As a Mode-I linear system, there’s a 

small core of organizational know-how or intelligence, surrounded by technical and middle 

managers. Some workers are skilled and unionized, others work in hazard and insecurity.   When 

conditions are right the system is viable for industrial production, with profit extraction and 

pollution dumping, and social institutions can emerge around labour, religion, education or kinship.   

But when conditions change, the system seems rigid and vulnerable, and the lower left (D) shows 

the typical loops of ‘cumulative causation’.32  This too-familiar story sees a ‘disinvestment’ loop of 

decline and obsolescence, a ‘human resource’ loop with skills gaps and youth exodus, and an 

‘infrastructure’ loop with system gaps both hard and soft.   

Scrolling forwards to a smart, post-industrial Mode-II city, shown in (B), shipping has moved to 

super-ports, to be replaced by tourist-heritage and hospitality businesses, call centres, web 

designers and credit-fuelled retail / leisure malls.  With new structures for devolving and franchising, 

branch-plants are kept lower down the value chain, and raw materials are outsourced to developing 

countries. The mapping in the lower centre (E), shows typical evolutionary pathways, in a familiar 

story of ‘restructuring’.  Public services are privatized or franchised, and debt is transferred from the 

state to businesses and households. Older industries are rationalized, organized labour is 

undermined, and neighbourhoods are cleared to make way for new business districts, campuses, 
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roads or airports.  From a ‘growth’ viewpoint this is inevitable ‘creative destruction’: from an 

alternative angle, a massive self-harm and waste of human resources.  The displacement of informal 

economies, harassment of the unemployed, demonization of migrants, all are barriers to rebuilding 

the collective economic intelligence.  

So there’s a clear call for a new kind of model, sketched on the right (C & F) of LOCAL-ONOMICS-III.  The 

picture shows a port city where local heritage is a living resource, bulk shipping diversifies to eco-

tourism and blue economy, and mass consumption diversifies to social enterprise and local co-

production.33  The diagram shows a rebuilding of ‘value constellations’, not only for material supply 

chains but for cultural exchange, social mutuality, ecological stewardship and micro-enterprise.   

The over-arching question here is about ‘cores’ and ‘peripheries’, or in crude terms, power and 

dependency. This starts with the money, its sources and conditions and value-models. On the lower 

left (D), the Mode-I banks would capitalize local industry on a profit margin basis. In the centre (E), 

Mode-II speculators use the city as a low-cost branch plant, or credit-fuelled cash machine, on the 

periphery of a national or global system (and in the UK case, London is both).  At the extreme is the 

‘resource curse’ of over-abundant oil or minerals, and the modern equivalent, the ‘finance curse’ of 

tax havens and gambling hubs.34   

To counter this calls for old and new arguments. For decades, local currencies, time banking, 

community exchange and social investment have been experimenting and demonstrating, but most 

remain small-scale. Even in post-austerity UK there is innovation in small-medium cities: in Oldham 

(on the east of GM), a social enterprise makes award-winning organic school lunches, while in 

Preston (to the north) the municipality backs a network of local cooperatives. The standard is set by 

the German model, with local public banks (Sparkassen), building relations with communities and 

businesses, and regional public banks (Landesbanken), taking a strategic view on public assets.35   

New forms of collective financial intelligence point towards re-localization and ‘taking control’ for 

the community, at lower right (F) (of which more in FINANCE-III).  The point is to look beyond a 

conventional financial zero-sum game of dependency, towards deeper and wider possibilities: the 

music of cultural niches, local bio-medical plants, or social tourism which links visitors to locals, each 

offer value-creation potential way beyond the branch-plant.  

   

Local-onomic pathways  
Where to start? Usually some kind of community gets around some kind of table, with business 

leaders, landowners, infrastructure providers, local government, education and civil society players. 

But often the ‘movers and shakers’, the distant financiers or landowners, are playing other games at 

other levels.  So the key for renewal of a peripheral or lagging local economy, in simple terms, is the 

mobilization of the deeper economic mind, the collective economic intelligence.  This looks for deeper 

opportunities between social or economic or cultural layers, and for wider mobilization and learning 

between all involved.  It looks beyond growth-focused innovation, towards a transformation-focused 

‘co-innovation’, in the shape of a multi-versity, a collaborative co-learning / experimental / 

innovation network (see MULTI-VERSITY-III).  And there are many parallels in current thinking: 
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Overview and review: urban and regional innovation systems 

Regional studies has explored ‘institutional thickness’, relational economies, innovation 

systems and path-dependencies.36  Beyond mainstream economic exchange, some look for 

extended networks and constellations of multi-level values, which build on economic 

complexity mapping.37  Others look for connections between innovation and transition, with 

three frames of innovation policy, in parallel to the co-evolutionary approach.38  One 

practical application is the ‘civic university’, actively engaged with its city or region, in 

research, innovation and capacity building.39   This uses a ‘triple helix’ image of collaboration 

between governance, business and academia, but it seems there are more than three 

strands, and the aim is not just to circle endlessly but to connect. 40  

With that in mind, here are three general pathways, based on the deeper-wider value-chains from 

the previous section, i.e. demand chains, civic / capital-chains, and supply-chains.  

Livelihood pathways (social-economic-urban synergies, on the demand-chain side): ‘following the 

people’ is a good place to start, as the practical needs for social care, child care, mutual exchange or 

mentoring are hardly visible on the conventional radar. The Foundational Economy concept is one 

which promotes ‘human infrastructure’ as the core economic resource, around which other things 

revolve.41  Then we need to build bridges between the domestic / informal economy and the formal 

enterprise economy (further ideas on so-called ‘co-formality’ are in EQUALITY-III).   

Simple physical space can be crucial, as in warehouses, sheds, pop-up hubs, short-life housing, semi-

derelict land, under the flyover, live-work units, co-housing clusters, forest schools and community 

land trusts.  Most start-ups begin as informal micro-enterprises, where a big hurdle is the formality 

and cost of premises, so just as with ‘intermediate labour markets’, we need ‘intermediate 

enterprise space’, in areas of growth or decline (as in the vignette at the beginning). 

Institutional-resource pathways (political economy synergies, on the civic-chain side): following the 

money, this looks towards a wider local finance, beyond the hurdles of external credit or high-risk 

venture capital. Translating the principles of micro-finance to a city or regional scale, there are many 

combinations of shared equity and joint collateral, crowd-funded finance, municipal green bonds or 

community land trusts.42  There is also South-North learning, from the Grameen bank experience to 

post-industrial deprivation and exclusion.  The over-arching aim, as in FINANCE-III, is to mobilize 

potential resources in the supply of capital, recirculate surplus value, and mobilized the collective 

financial intelligence for long term investment.  

Another space question is about financial / economic space: welfare, education, libraries and other 

spaces are crucial for socio-eco entrepreneurs, inventors, networkers, hacktivists and creatives to 

experiment and innovate.  (In Manchester the opposite may happen: when the BBC relocated they 

got £40 million in subsidy, but when the local arts cooperative needed £10k for the community 

festival, they were refused). There’s an urgent need to rethink LED policy, with priority for the most 

excluded and invisible. 

Productivity pathways (techno-economic synergies, on the supply-chain side), are the core agenda 

for LED, but new directions are coming up for innovation and experimentation.  Local labs or hubs 

emerge such as Barcelona 5.0, Glasgow Mak-Lab, MIT GovLab or Copenhagen Mind-Lab: 43  in 

Manchester there are Futures Labs, Arts Labs, Hack Labs, Fab-Labs, City-Labs, Think-Labs and Living 
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Labs.  For the high-end science parks, innovation agencies and corporates, the ‘triple helix’ is a good 

image: but actually we need more than three strands, for civil society, social groups, cultural 

networks and enterprises of all kinds. One chapter of the Manchester story is about the music 

counter-culture from the psychedelic 1970s, with illegal all-night raves in abandoned warehouses, 

which became a magnet for young people to study or work in a northern metropolis.44  Another 

chapter is the discovery of graphene in 2003, by migrant scientists working in curious serendipity. All 

this suggests not only a university but a society-wide learning space, an experimental city or civic 

laboratory, an economic Multi-versity where all sections of society can learn and exchange.45  Such a 

thing is an agile kind of neural network, connecting deeper layers of social, technical, economic and 

political value. It connects with a wider range of groups and institutions and communities: and it 

looks beyond smarter competitive innovation, towards wiser forms of collaborative advantage.  

There are many signs and seeds of this in Manchester, with conditions as good as anywhere, at least 

for those on the right side of the tracks. The reality test is in more peripheral, obsolescent cities and 

regions, with deeper layers of trauma, poverty, corruption or conflict.  Such places call for a rethink 

of their ‘reason for being’, and the vision or logic for transformation.  For some this could be ‘re-

socialization’ or ‘re-culturation’, for others a ‘re-circularization’. And this highlights the low-zero 

carbon / waste circular economy of the future, as our next call…  
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3. How to resource: Circul-onomics-III 
 

 

Visitors from Mars will be amazed at how Earthlings run their global ‘take-make-dump’ system.  

Peasants and indigenous peoples are dispossessed of their fields and forests by giant mining firms in 

the so-called ‘developing’ world, who produce hi-tech aluminium cans for chemical-intensive fizzy 

drinks, which then litter the streets of a so-called ‘developed’ world, whose people then struggle 

with obesity and diabetes.  But this isn’t only about resources – it’s about the money which drives 

rapacious extraction, addictive consumption and reckless waste. As Paul Hawken put it, “We have an 

economy where we steal the future, sell it in the present, and call it GDP.”46  

As for what’s to be done, businesses can do the minimum to avoid prosecution (environmental 

‘compliance’), with linear Mode-I thinking.  Or, they can look for incentives and innovations, 

entrepreneurial eco-products or services, eco-markets or eco-finance (Mode-II evolutionary 

thinking).  Or possibly, they can look deeper and wider, by co-learning and co-innovation, to mobilize 

the synergies between many firms, many sectors, many customers, many technologies and many 

supply chains.  Many have explored the economics of a finite world, in steady state economics, 

doughnut economics, prosperity without growth and so on, (see PROSPERITY-III).47  But for ‘what’s to 

be done’, the responses often seem to fall short, relying on Mode-I regulation, Mode-II markets, or 

aspirations which may not be realistic. 

Our case here, quite simply, is that this is about things and thinking, that ‘material resource 

recirculation’ follows from ‘collective resource intelligence’.  So we look for the capacity for 

collaborative learning and thinking, to re-connect economic cycles with resource cycles and 

ecosystems, global limits and local capacities. 

The big agenda on the table is the ‘Circular Economy’, an entire system based on circular resource 

flows rather than linear.  Showcased by the WEF and OECD, demonstrated in hi-tech countries such 

as Japan, espoused by Unilever and Coca-Cola, and promoted by non-profits such as the Ellen 

McArthur Foundation, it all seems logical. Raw materials and waste disposal cost money, so the 

more recirculation, the more cost-savings to business and consumers, with further eco-social 

benefits on top.  The ‘waste hierarchy’ sets out the options, starting with re-use of the product, then 

refurbishment or re-engineering, then recycling of materials and recovery of energy.48  The details of 

recirculation are different between organic-renewable materials (farming, forestry and fishing), and 

inorganic materials (mining and quarrying),  and hybrid products can be complex, but the main 

principles are clear.  
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Figure 5-3: CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III 
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In practice there are gaps, traps, barriers and perverse incentives all over. Despite the warm words 

of CEOs in forums and webinars, it seems that Unilever, Coca Cola and others are there firstly for 

market dominance and shareholder value.49  And it seems inevitable that the clever niches of 

marginal recycling or zero-waste production, will soon be overtaken by new technologies and 

product lines, new market segments, new consumer experiences.  For example in every northern 

city, the eco-benefits of Fair Trade coffee are outweighed by new energy-guzzling patio heaters, 

warming the cappuccinistas on the terraces.  If business is driven by short term profit and market 

share, a culture of material consumption, and a social context of status-seeking identity, there will 

always be energy and materials in the wrong place, time, shape, condition, hazard, life-cycle stage or 

ownership, which are uneconomical to reuse / refurbish / re-engineer / recycle.    

Also, the principles of circularity are complicated by the material accumulation of ‘stocks’ in the 

building of cities and infrastructure, plus the countless appliances and fittings which go with them.  

Meanwhile the global urban population is projected to double in the next 25 years, and with rising 

incomes and affluent lifestyles, the energy / material use per person could grow by a factor of four.50  

Furthermore, material chains are ever-more complex: an average smart phone now contains over 60 

elements of the periodic table: while Fair-Trade phones are designed for disassembly, so far it’s a 

minority niche.51 

We could ask, what would it take, for all materials, in all products in all supply chains, to be in the 

right place, time, shape, condition, ownership and life-cycle stage, for recirculation at the most 

suitable level?  This would call for a new paradigm of production and consumption, with 

collaborative learning on a global scale. Each sector and each technology would adapt its supply 

chains, technologies and business models towards those of its suppliers and clients, up down and 

across the value chain.  Each firm would look not only inside its own boundaries, but outward to its 

friends, relations, rivals and competitors (see ENTERPRISE-III).  And as this seems to push ‘economic’ 

activity towards new levels of collaboration, from material exchange to knowledge exchange, from 

circular resources to circular finance and social values, it deserves a new title – ‘circul-onomics’.  

Circul-onomics starts from the ‘know-how’ of firms and enterprises, and the ‘know-how-much’ of 

financiers, and the ‘know-who and why’ of communities and cultures. Only when these are fully 

aligned with ecological cycles, can we expect them to really circularize.  This is more than businesses 

or consumers suddenly seeing the light, (although eco-visions are crucial).  It’s more about a phase-

change, from a standard business model towards an deeper-wider ‘socio-eco-enterprise’ model. 

Finance shifts from short-term  profit to longer-term collateral, while consumers / clients shift from 

ownership-purchase to service-maintenance.  Technology innovation shifts from niche gadgets to 

integrated supply-chains.  

 

Recirculatory pathways.  
Here the visual thinking looks like inter-connecting circles, at the top of CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III, where the 

ecological, financial, economic and social cycles all mesh together.  In each of the centre diagrams (B 

& C), finance is at the top of the tree: in the middle is the economic-industrial metabolism: and 

underlying that is the material metabolism, from raw inputs, to production, consumption, usage and 
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end-fate.  There’s also a note on ‘change and flux’, under the general heading of ‘industry 4.0’, which 

raises challenges for Circul-onomics.52  Freestanding products shift towards component systems and 

services (see next section): mass industrial production shifts towards distributed or additive 

manufacture, and standard materials move towards hybrid composites.  

The synergistic mapping shows a fragmented and dysfunctional system, on centre left (B) of CIRCUL-

ONOMICS-III. There’s a powerful stream of money flowing through profit-seeking enterprises and 

gravitating upwards. The result is a powerful stream of stuff, of virgin materials, through the supply 

chain and demand chain, to residual waste and pollution.53  There may be some marginal re-use, 

recycling or recovery, but only where directly profitable or cost-saving to individual firms. To keep 

the economy turning, the system manipulates consumers into buying more ‘stuff’, in a never-ending 

pursuit of material excess.  Any ecological impacts are dumped, (‘externalized’ in technical terms), 

along with illegal land-grabs, ‘resource-curse’ corruption, consumer hazards, pollution and climate 

disruption.   

The alternative shows resources, products, components, materials are recirculated between every 

point on the production supply chain, with near-zero inputs and near-zero waste, at the centre right 

(C). Business and enterprise models are based on whole supply-chains and demand-chains, and the 

recirculation between them. Finance now recirculates investment for integrated value-chains, 

longer-life product-services, and ecosystems stewardship. Social norms and lifestyles are also crucial 

for the culture of reciprocity, and willingness to re-use and recirculate.  

So how to get from here to there?  These are general pathways, each based on one of the deeper, 

wider value-chains, shown below in (D).   

Circular Livelihood pathways (1) (working with social-eco-cultural synergies), centre on the demand-

chain and consumption side.  We can’t assume a sudden rush of altruism or ethical conversion by 

consumers. But we can explore the synergies between psychological well-being and cultures of 

sharing, or synergies between financial incentives and everyday social practices.  In times of 

recession longer-term thinking is a lower priority, and in a free-market discourse, restrictions on 

packaging seem like bureaucratic red-tape.  So we need to look first at the frame of thinking.  If we 

assume that consumers are de facto materialistic and individualized, then behavioural psychology 

brings us ‘Nudge’ theory, which targets the marginal decisions of consumers, with carefully arranged 

‘choice sets’.54  However, if consumers are also members of families, communities and cultures, with 

the potential for collaborative consumption – this calls not only for ‘nudges’, but something like ‘co-

nudges’, meaning choices that gain value by reciprocity and collective action.55  Then we look to 

governance to set the groundrules for stewardship, with standards, quotas, price signals or 

procurement.  And we look for enterprises and supply chains to provide for lifetime plastic bags, 

repairable phones or recycled construction materials,  

For the Circular Productivity pathways (2) (with techno-economic synergies): a circular business 

value loop looks for opportunities in the ‘service’ concept (as in ‘energy services companies’): and in 

the ‘relational’ principle for recirculation, as with industrial symbiosis (below).  Meanwhile there are 

structural trends which could support or disrupt:  IOT can work with block-chain systems to track 

every product or component in space, time, usage and ownership.  Much advanced production is 

also moving to digital platforms such as Manufacturing 4.0 or Building Information Management. 

Likewise social media has massive potential to link supply with demand, provide feedback along the 
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supply chain, and mobilize value-chains in the sharing economy.  However each of these could go 

the other way: IOT might lower the production costs and increase demand, and social media can 

easily promote addictive consumption.  The difference between negative waste and positive 

recirculation, needs both information and the social-political agenda to guide it.  

Circular civic-institutional pathways (3) (political-economic synergies), work with all forms of capital, 

finance, land, skills and technology.  Finance is needed to support the services concept, with life-

time leasing rather than one-off material purchase. Where ecosystems or resources involve 

collective or public goods, we need financial assets of mutual co-ownership rather than extractive 

lending.56   Deeper value-chains can be mobilized by intelligent finance, such as natural capital 

accounts or social investment bonds.  Wider value-chain finance looks for ways to build eco-social 

collateral on the principles of micro-finance, with developed country equivalents.57  And a further 

financial model looks at advance innovation capital, not only for individual firms or technologies but 

whole supply chains.  With a clear pathway for finance, other capitals can also be mobilized, such as 

land, labour, technologies, and social markets or eco-markets adapted to suit.   

 

Example: Industrial Symbiosis 

The UK National Industrial Symbiosis Project (NISP), was one of the closest in recent years to 

a synergistic model.  NISP worked with a whole industrial community or sector, in a co-

learning and capacity building, exploring potential for collaboration and exchange.  Many of 

its initiatives were purely practical, about the exchange of waste materials, but sometimes 

it’s the catalyst for wider chains of business and societal value generation. Ironically the 

government funder DEFRA dropped out after the pilot phase, precisely because the scheme 

linked environment with business, and so fell between the departmental silos.58 However, the 

spin-off business has many international clients and sponsors, from Brazil to Japan, where 

Kawasaki has possibly the world’s most advanced circular / symbiosis program.  
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4. How to create value: Enterprise-III 
 

Picture the metro-creative global-urban-enterprise of the LOCAL-ONOMICS-III, combined with the eco-

chic CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III: hives of agile freelancers in coffee-shop backrooms or virtual labs, with eco-

cultural apps, technology mash-ups and crowd-eco-finance.  This is hinted at in current visions of 

smart, liveable, creative and ‘post-capitalist’ cities… but many questions come up.  Who will process 

or serve the coffee, where from and on what terms? Will there be firms and enterprises as we know 

them, in this agile distributed world?  And the practical question, how can entrepreneurs and 

managers prosper, in times of uncertainty and turbulence, with global limits pressing in? 

Such questions came up in the One Planet resource-flow programs in the 2000s.  We started from 

global eco-footprint limits, climate thresholds and ‘factor four’ targets, and looked for positive links 

between climate / resource systems and urban / economic development.59  It seemed the modelling 

of economy-energy-environment (‘E3’) models, although complex and ingenious, work by assuming 

simple units which buy or sell, tax or spend. If we design a transformative solution, such as a ‘non-

profit eco-services social-network for recycled farm waste into construction’ – this is off-model or 

‘off-piste’ and difficult to analyse or predict.  This is a real challenge – for the social-eco businesses or 

value-chains we need, we may need to rethink the notion of ‘business model’, and the ‘economic 

model’ which underpins it.60 And for whole sectors and supply chains, we need analysis and 

modelling which is better suited to deeper-wider value-chains, or more accurately, ‘supply-demand-

value-chains-loops-cycles-networks-constellations’.  Some thinkers are already looking in this 

direction:  

Overview and review 

The basic unit of ‘the firm’ may be short-lived, as corporate structures morph from 

hierarchies into networks, with outsourcing, joint venturing and collaborative co-

production.61  Workplaces, workers, services and products will be monitored and analysed 

with real time big data. The third-age demographic transition will challenge social models of 

retirement, community and social business.62  AI-robotics could replace huge numbers of jobs 

in a typical advanced economy: a global ‘human resource cloud’ is becoming the standard for 

design or software, with virtual platforms for suppliers, purchasers, and intermediaries. The 

‘sharing economy’ now dominates in consumer markets (eBay), accommodation (AirBnB) 

and transport (Uber), but as in SMART-SERVICES-III, such ventures can easily become global 

monopolies.63   
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Figure 5-4: ENTERPRISE-III 
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From chains to constellations 
It seems the notion of a free-standing ‘product’, sold by a ‘firm’ in a ‘shop’, to a ‘consumer’ or 

‘household’, is in many ways obsolete. But the average household in the UK contains a hundred or 

more technologies, each with hundreds of components with long chains of primary sources, supply 

chains, global logistics, lifecycle in use, ‘post-consumer’ waste and environmental end-fates. Are 

these products or systems?  It might be more realistic to think of a global continuum of technologies, 

components, logistics, ancillaries, finance, maintenance and support systems, all driven by the over-

arching search for ‘value’ or ‘value-added’, or in this case ‘value-co-generation’.   

This is certainly a challenge for the principles of circul-onomics. For instance, the humble washing 

machine, (one of the more significant inventions of the 20th century), was the focus of the UK 

government’s Market Transformation programme. In line with the EU Eco-Design Directive, energy 

and water efficiencies were greatly improved in a strategic collaboration of suppliers, distributors, 

regulators and consumer groups.64 But for continuing progress towards zero-carbon, zero waste 

performance levels, the standard business model of ‘make and sell’ seemed to level off: uptake of 

high-efficiency items was slow, savings fell short of predictions, manufacturers and suppliers were 

resistant, and consumers not committed. New and more intelligent business / finance models were 

called for, such as efficiency feed-in tariffs / tax credits (as in Italy), or ‘ESCO’ service company 

schemes (Sweden),  but so far in the UK these have not taken off.   

It seems we need new ways to map this more complex reality. Here’s a textbook supply chain 

(cartoon version), from raw materials to production, distribution, purchase, use, disposal and 

environmental end-fate, (upper left (A) of ENTERPRISE-III). This also reflects the structure of economic 

data: 123 industrial sectors (in the UK), from primary industry to secondary to tertiary services, and 

69 consumption types (the UN system of COICOP), with sector-to-sector interactions tracked on 

huge ‘input-output’ tables.  Meanwhile a rather different picture shows on the upper right (B).  Here 

are multiple chains in a dense web of relationships, some collaborative and co-creating, others 

competitive or constraining, some purely economic and others more social or policy-driven. 

Changing trends or pressures can bring different kinds of relationships to the front:  efficiency 

targets, consumer feedback, cost and performance, packaging targets, employee or shareholder 

pressures. In the case of the washing machine, energy / water utilities might collaborate with 

laundry technology, maintenance firms with clothing manufacturers, recycling firms with material 

suppliers, electrical engineers with IOT designers, community enterprises with ethical suppliers. 

Value is generated not so much by linear chains, but a more sophisticated value-tapestry, meshwork 

or ‘constellation’.65  To understand and manage this, calls for a collective entrepreneurial 

intelligence.  

We might just hope that such constellations, somehow come together of their own accord – or we 

aim to coordinate and mobilize.  And for this we start with the practical design of a  business model, 

or more realistically a general ‘socio-eco-enterprise’ model, here titled Enterprise-III.  This runs in 

parallel with Organization-III, as overlapping sides of the same coin: enterprises are more about 

operations, while organizations are more about governance, whether in public or private or civic 

sectors.  
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Socio-Eco-Enterprise pathways 
The art and science of the ‘business model’ is fundamental to a modern economy.  One visual 

thinking method is the Business Model Canvas, a management program and book with 400 co-

authors.66   This Canvas is useful for any normal business, but it could work equally for the extreme 

case in ENTERPRISE-III, lower left (E).  In this caricature, the objective is short term profit, workers are 

exploited, customers are manipulated, products are shoddy, suppliers are short-changed, 

regulations are ignored, and revenues come by fraud or ‘mis-selling’: (for example, the costs of ‘mis-

selling’ by the UK financial sector are £40 billion and rising).    

In this business model mapping, the firm boundary is drawn narrowly so all negative impacts are 

outside:  the entrepreneur or CEO holds all the cards (and/or the investors who control them). There 

are few inter-connections, between suppliers and customers, or between upstream product design 

and downstream life-cycle. The business may mushroom up to global proportions, but it has to keep 

running manically, to stay ahead of its rivals and its own vulnerabilities. 

So what would be an alternative?  We re-arrange the ‘canvas’, at the right hand side (D&F), with 

each cycle on a different layer: human resources and social value-chains above, functional-material 

supply-chains in the centre, and financial below. Each layer shows some kind of left-right flow, from 

upstream supply to downstream demand (i.e. the ‘factor mapping’ in SYSTEM-MAPPING).  Each layer 

also shows a part of a wider circle, as in social value, material flow or circular flow of money.  

Coordinating and leading and motivating, is the entrepreneur,  individual or collective, and the core 

USP, or ‘value proposition’.  

This Enterprise-III model enlarges the system boundary from the previous Canvas.  The mapping can 

describe a conventional business, but it’s more about the shift towards a co-evolutionary Enterprise-

III.  With this as template, we can look for wider synergies between actors and stakeholders (and 

stake-owners), with suppliers, workers, managers, and customers. We look for further synergies 

between upstream inputs / downstream outputs, and their impacts on ecosystems or communities: 

and for deeper synergies between the different layers, financial, technical, social or ecological. On 

the financial layer, surpluses are recirculated, investors are committed, revenues come from 

customer satisfaction, and the products are useful and beautiful.  The entrepreneur(s) are less 

predators or speculators, more like orchestrators or facilitators, a benevolent spider in an extended 

web.  Some might ask, how can the entrepreneur hire and fire when necessary, if everyone is inter-

connected?  The cooperative movement holds great promise, not always realized in practice. Other 

traditions, such as the Chinese ‘guanxi’ system of business relationships, can be very effective, but 

could open the door to nepotism or corruption (within the context of social norms).67   

The key again is the collective entrepreneurial intelligence (subject of countless business and 

management self-help books). Here this shows in the four stages, of co-learning, co-knowledge, co-

creation and co-production (as in DEEPER-MIND-III).  Each strand can be mobilized through practical 

management processes, within the firm, and between its value-chains and stakeholders.  There are 

always questions on scale and hierarchy,  as within any firm or enterprise there are different layers, 

from strategy to operations, where the viability of the whole depends on the feedback between the 

layers, each with a balance of autonomy and control.68 This is the general notion of the Viable 

Systems Model, explored in ORGANIZATION-III: The synergistic approach then takes this to deeper 

layers of value, with wider communities, and further upstream / downstream.  
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In practical terms, every business has to learn, innovate and adapt:  every day brings pressures and 

risks, customer changes, supplier shortages, skills gaps or credit squeeze. With more cognitive 

feedback between different layers and operations, if the CEO can discuss with workers or customers, 

engineers with marketing, and branches with head office, then the firm is more likely to learn, 

innovate and adapt.  Many are thinking in parallel for new forms of business strategy and resilience 

in turbulent times. Whole Foods Market (before its sale to Amazon) proposed a ‘conscious 

capitalism’, with positive synergies between suppliers, workers, customers and investors (but after 

the sale it practices anti-union tactics!).69  ‘Healing capitalism’ sees the social innovation 

opportunities of ethical business and third sector enterprise, in the gaps left by a shrinking state.70  

‘Breakthrough Business Models’ are about lean and circular thinking and opportunities in 

transformation.71   And the SAMI ‘Purposive Self-Renewing Organization’ points to collaborative 

knowledge and anticipatory intelligence of all stakeholders.72   

To scale up these ideas towards the mainstream, we look for the components or seeds which are 

already there in any business or enterprise, and then explore ways for these to align and resonate, 

for a co-evolutionary ‘co-value generation’.  

Practical accountancy is one place to start.  Early sustainability programs pushed for ‘triple bottom-

line’ (‘TBL’) accounting, showing all economic / social / environmental costs and benefits, of any 

policy, project, product or enterprise.73  The bottom line shows the residuals, such as the balance of 

CO2 saved over CO2 spent: in principle this looks fine, but in practice firms can report progress, just 

by moving the accounting boundaries (the UK carbon account shows a positive trend just from 

export of heavy industries and import of products).  The ENTERPRISE-III logic turns this around to a 

‘triple top-line’ accounting for relations and synergies (parallel thinking is in financial ‘shareholder 

value’).  For a firm, we map stakeholder relations, not only with ethical or CSR policies, but wider 

community relations, or further supply-chain effects.  For cities or nations at larger scales, we look 

for meaningful inter-dependencies, such as trade-related carbon footprints which reveal geopolitical 

relations, or political transparency benchmarks which show overseas aid in context (see examples in 

DEVELOPMENTAL-III).  

While such accounting aims to track the measurable, the bigger challenge is the more intangible 

qualities of a collective enterprise intelligence, of collaborative (co) learning, thinking, envisioning 

and production, (lower part (E) of ENTERPRISE-III).  The focus here is the dynamic dimension of 

enterprise – forward looking, productive and active, flexible and responsive, value-generating, 

motivating and inspiring.  The synergistic mapping shows every enterprise with some kind of co-

learning functions, between engineers and marketing, or between CEOs and workers. There’s a co-

knowledge or thinking function, analytic and anticipatory and sense-making. The co-creation 

function is where new visions, innovations, collaborations can emerge and mobilize: and co-

production is where potential synergies are turned into action.  All these are in play when a 

conventional business has to innovate or die, where a business model of ‘product sales’, shifts to an 

enterprise model of collaborative services, anything from transport to childcare, from a corner shop 

to a multi-versity.  
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Case example: sustainable enterprise 

Alara Wholefoods aims to be ‘the most sustainable food business on earth’.74  Emerging from 

the 1970s London squatting community, Alara now employs around 80 workers, and 

regularly opens its premises for neighbourhood parties and festivals.  Economic sustainability 

is measured by zero debt / credit which pays all suppliers ‘cash on delivery’.  Social-eco 

sustainability shows as a zero-carbon supply chain, with local schools involved with urban 

horticulture and composting systems. Governance sustainability is shown by 100% public 

transparency on reporting and audits.  Alara also set up a Sustainability Zone and a 

Community Land Trust, for an innovative scheme of mixed social housing and enterprise.  

Visionary and successful, Alara shows a way forward for businesses of all shapes and sizes.  
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5. How to invest: Finance-III 
 

 

The crisis of 2007-8 brought the world to the brink of ruin: soon after, General Motors was the 

largest ever corporate bankruptcy, and Detroit the largest municipal default.  Way beyond a normal 

recession, the lifeblood of capitalism – credit and the reciprocal web of trust (‘credo’) which supports 

it – had been contaminated with countless layers of toxic assets, whose real worth if any could never 

be known.  Governments saved the system by printing money (‘quantitative easing’ or ‘socialism for 

the rich’), but the more strategic task of regulation was delayed and diluted. Many argue the global 

financial system is even more vulnerable to the next crisis.75  

One analysis from Z/Yen showed four types of system failures:76  ‘liquidity inflation, extreme 

connectivity, deluded de-mutualisation, and perverse incentives’.  These lead to further syndromes: 

‘over-leveraging, model failure, artificial innovation, loss of diversity, asset bubbles and growing 

externalities’. Overarching all was the ‘tragic flaw’ of regulatory failure, however, this sounds rather 

like the ‘market failure’ we saw earlier, expecting markets to do things which aren’t in their DNA.  

Meanwhile good finance is needed urgently for good purpose – the global investment opportunity 

for urban infrastructure is estimated at US$50-80 trillion.77  But if finance is the universal medium of 

value exchange and storage, and these depend on the volatile psychology of ‘optimism’ or 

‘appetite’, let alone the ‘animal spirits’ of free markets, then no surprise it’s unstable and easily 

hijacked. And if the basic making of money from money is hard-wired into the system, a global heist 

which feeds an elite ‘Moneyland’ beyond national laws or taxes, then any change is a political 

challenge.78  

We could start with a rethinking of finance, from money going around, towards a collective financial 

intelligence.  Beyond ‘smart’ finance which ‘runs the world’ as a casino, a wiser finance ‘helps the 

world to run’.   Naturally the financial elites will tend to resist change, and confrontation seems likely 

sooner or later.  So we need to map all possible pathways in all Modes:  

- Mode-I ‘clever’ finance, a functional system for money and exchange, as in ‘high street’ 

banking.  

- Mode-II ‘smart’ finance, a free-market system which is highly ingenious, but predatory 

unstable and often self-destructive, as in investment banking.  

- Mode-III ‘wiser’ finance, which re-invests and recirculates, with the collective financial 

intelligence to generate deeper values and wider communities (as in ‘societal banking’).  

Here we just open up this global scale challenge: firstly with notes on money as a medium of 

exchange, then with the example of climate finance, and thirdly, with a collective financial 

intelligence.   
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FIGURE 5-5: FINANCE-III  
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Credit & Money-III 
The word credo (i.e. trust or belief), says much about money and credit and debt.79    There’s a 

textbook version of money, represented by gold, shells, casino chips or car-park tokens – a medium 

of exchange and stored value, exchanged between producers and consumers, in a marketplace 

which (in principle) can balance supply and demand.  For 700 years money / credit was created by 

‘fiat’ in fractional reserve banking, where private banks have a public license to create money and 

lend it with interest (also with Islamic or other variations).  The result is that residents can buy 

houses, entrepreneurs can build factories, and governments can pay for wars, in a Mode-I type 

functional system. But the ingenuity of money leads directly into a Mode-II evolutionary world, a 

debt-fuelled casino economy, a jungle where cartels shape markets, and regulators struggle to keep 

up. (In the 2008 crisis just four giant auditing firms and three ratings agencies were shaping the 

entire global system, in a perversion of free-market principles).   

So here we sketch the scope of a wiser money system.  This is based on synergies across the system: 

just as credit within a family is different to that between strangers, the first kind of synergy is the 

collateral of social relations, where risks are lower and trust is higher. If we visualized, a Mode-I 

money or ‘Money-I’ could look like solid gold coins, and Money-II would be a ‘smoke and mirrors’ 

jungle of speculation.  By contrast, Money-III would use icons of real assets or collateral, within and 

between families, communities, cultures or ecosystems.  

There are seeds of opportunities and pathways all around. Informatics now brings ‘blockchain’  

distributed ledger platforms, and peer-to-peer systems of credit-debt profiles.  These might bypass 

the centralized counter-parties / intermediaries of financial transactions, i.e. banks or funds or 

states, with a decentralized exchange system, secured by a permanent ‘chain’ for every transaction: 

along with crypto-currencies this could make much of the financial sector obsolete.80   Furthermore 

the emergence of AI, with deep learning algorithms coupled to IOT systems, will bring new ways to 

link between supply, demand, innovation, logistics, ecosystems and other layers of value (see 

INFORMATICS-III).  

Trading or market pathways are now in the digital platforms of eBay and countless others, where 

buyers and sellers show full histories and profiles, on location, activities, interests, resources, 

performance and trust.  The frictionless circulation of digital money then points towards a ‘sharing 

economy’, for accommodation (AirBnB), transport (Uber), banking (Zopa) and many others (see 

SMART-WISE-SERVICES-III).  There are special opportunities for developing economies: for example the 

African M-Pesa shows how basic mobile communications can enable a sophisticated trading and 

public service system.81  In parallel there are social value exchanges already working on Money-III 

principles:  local currencies and Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS): time-banks, seed-banks, art-

banks, free-cycle, give-boxes, charity shops and other quasi or non-monetary exchanges, can all 

mobilize societal values and resources.82 In all these there is tension between ‘hard cash’ as extrinsic 

and tradeable, and other kinds of currency as intrinsic and embedded. It seems that hard cash 

dominates where supply chains are complex, skills are specialized, work is demanding, or where 

ownership of production is divided from labour (the capitalist clause…).  There are many borderline 

cases, in social or ecological projects, where paid professionals work alongside volunteers in 

conservation or music. Then come the formal / informal non-monetary exchanges in 

neighbourhoods, universities, or any large organization, corporate or public.  Some great quasi-
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monetary enterprises are the open-source platforms of Linux, Wikipedia and Firefox, where formal 

work merges into creative innovation.  

In standard accountancy terms, assets and liabilities are on a spectrum, from liquid (cash in hand), to 

‘fixed assets’ (equipment and premises): other social or ecological assets are then pulled into that 

material frame, which can be problematic.  The virtual coins of a wiser Money-III would retain the 

different layers of social, ecological, cultural domains.  Just as travellers now carry euros, dollars, 

data and air miles, tomorrow’s digital wallet would have different sections for each of the 

Economies-III value-chains above, for instance:    

- For the supply-chains of functional production and transaction, we have mainstream hard 

currency, with its many variations of credit and debit.  

- For the demand-chains of eco-social and public value, we have ‘collaterals’, to support the 

Local-onomics-III, Circul-onomics-III and Eco-Urban-III.  

- For the civic-chains, the institutions or capitals of finance, knowledge and culture, we have 

cognitive ‘kudos’ to support the Technologies-III, Education-III and Prosperity-III.   

In this distributed collective money intelligence, transfers are possible through ‘securitization’ of a 

common medium, just as travellers convert dollars to euros at a marginal cost. But more value is 

generated by ‘collateralization’, where one layer is used to support another. Where a conventional 

limited liability firm might struggle with cashflow, a family business can draw on a larger social and 

cultural collateral.  Possibly the best example is the Grameen banking model, where micro-credit is 

made accessible at every level, via networks of social trust and reciprocity.83  But just as Grameen 

has many critics, we could ask here, what could possibly go wrong: could sharks and speculators 

hijack the system and create new patterns of inequality and dependency?   

Let’s recall the basic investment calculation – ‘should firm A invest B in project C, on terms D, at cost 

of capital E, with expected revenues F, at time G, with perceived risk H?’   Such simple calculations 

seem to lead to complex effects – spirals of dis-investment in cities, or boom and bust in commodity 

markets. And the economic and business models which underpin these effects all assume that the 

actors, the speculators, creditors, intermediaries and debtors, are basically selfish and myopic.   So 

what if there are other possibilities, if creditors and debtors have the possibility of collaboration, of 

co-learning and co-creating, not only playing the game but redesigning the rules?  In that case, ‘Firm 

A’ could be a stakeholder in a social partnership, and ‘Investment B’ a joint venture with community 

collateral: ‘Revenue F’ could be advance procurement options, and so on. All this would complicate 

the calculation, but open up interesting opportunities.  Similar thinking begins to show up in the 

‘relational economy’, in regional innovation, and the synoptic ‘varieties of capitalism’.84     

 

Wiser finance for climate stability  
We should test such thinking with the trillion dollar question – can a ‘wiser’ finance work for the 

stability of the global climate?  Climate action stretches normal economic assumptions to their limits 

and beyond: timescales are inter-generational, uncertainties are huge, distributional effects are 

dilemmas, and cancelling sunk assets could crash the global economy.85  Clearly a great case study... 

so here’s a brief round-up so far (also see CLIMATE-III):   
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Overview & review: climate economics 

There’s an existential dilemma, where safeguarding the climate could risk the global 

economy as we know it, and vice versa.86  Then comes the divide between carbon ‘traders’ 

versus ‘taxers’: trading brings fluctuations, bubbles, legacy issues, while taxing carbon is seen 

by many as a drag on growth.87  Zero carbon renewable sources are just starting to compete 

with cheap over-produced fossil fuels, but green subsidies are less popular in an age of 

shrinking states. Climate stabilization looks cost-effective in principle, framed as ‘invest 1% of 

GDP to save 5-20% GDP in damage’.88  But there are endless controversies on the distribution 

of costs and benefits, present versus future risks, complex energy-industrial supply chains, 

and stranded or sunk assets.  Three ‘planetary-economic’ paradigms have been mapped out, 

in a close parallel to synergistic thinking – ‘satisficing, optimizing, and transforming’ – but 

financial markets have yet to catch up.89  Overall, climate change is still framed as the 

world’s greatest market failure and collective action problem.90  

In principle it’s within human ingenuity to solve such problems.  As for how... here’s the cartoon 

guide, in FINANCE-III upper part (A).  Here we see the global climate above, the financial system in the 

centre, and the industrial supply chain below.  Finance provides a huge array of credit, bonds, 

equities, commodities, insurance, securities, all traded in a global market.  These lubricate the huge 

array of energy systems and production systems, from primary resources, to secondary industry, to 

tertiary services, to ‘final demand’, (i.e. purchase by households or governments).  At present most 

of this is locked-in to fossil-fuel infrastructure, capital investment, labour and skills, and the $2 

trillion of fossil fuel assets, the ultimate ‘MADDER’ investment. 

To turn dilemma into opportunity, a collective-eco-economic-intelligence looks beyond the 

evolutionary thinking of ecosystems markets or green bonds.  With co-evolutionary thinking it looks 

towards deeper forms of finance which connect social and cultural values with ecological.  It looks 

for a wider finance to mobilize social collateral and reciprocity:  and further finance which connects 

upstream resources with downstream impacts. These then translate into practical financial vehicles 

and markets for credit, equities, bonds, securities, insurance and so on. So here are two example 

pathways, where deeper-wider thinking helps to bridge the gaps: 

Climate stewardship pathways (based on eco-urban-political synergies), focus on risk management 

and eco-stewardship on a global and local scale. Faced with escalating hazards and damages, the 

insurance sector is at a crossroads. It can profit from disaster, with rising premiums for those who 

can afford protection: or, it can be part of the solution, re-investing a securitized stream of future 

premiums into collective adaptation programs, via publicly backed mutual funds. This then depends 

on the financial enterprise model, whether short or longer term, predatory or recirculatory, ‘smart 

or wise’, as in ENTERPRISE-III.     

Climate futurity pathways (eco-socio-cultural synergies):  at the other end of the chain, for the 

vexed question of future benefits versus present day cost, a collective-eco-finance-intelligence looks 

for ‘patient’ long-term social-cultural collateral.  Whether people today will invest hard cash for their 

children’s or grandchildren’s collective benefit, is more about the culture and psychology which 

underpins practical investment models. This looks beyond neo-liberal smart finance, with high-risk 

6% rates and 3-5 year paybacks, towards a ‘wiser’ finance with inter-generational horizons.  A public-
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backed green bond, linked to mortgage finance and adaptation credits and inheritance tax, starts to 

bridge the inter-generational futurity barrier.  With the assets of an entire older generation as 

collateral, we can address the practical policy problems of aggregation, distribution and uncertainty.  

The prize is for real investment, beyond ‘running the world for finance’, towards ‘running finance for 

the world’.  

 

Pathways for wise finance  
The climate challenge is one of many, where evolutionary finance has the power of mass 

destruction.  The wiring diagram here shows a Mode-I system where money is created by fractional 

reserve banking, which enables industry and governments to work (FINANCE-III lower left (B). As 

financial services grow into a Mode-II system, evolutionary spirals emerge and create a Ponzi 

pyramid of shadow banking, 20 times larger than the ‘real’ economy, and as robust as a house of 

cards, in the lower centre (C).  All economic activity now serves this self-replicating vortex, a citadel 

headed by a handful of hyper-billionaires (the 0.00000001%), with more personal wealth than half 

the world.91    

Moving from the ‘animal spirits’ towards a wiser ‘human spirits’, we sketch a collective financial 

intelligence, at lower right (D).  This draws its values not only from material production, but the 

multiplicity of social, technical, ecological, public or cultural economies.  Each works with a financial-

neural network, which provides feedback signals, markets, securitization or inter-mediation of many 

kinds. Again we cluster them into three broad types of value-chains, with likely pathways:  

- supply-chain finance pathways (with techno-economic synergies), are focused on 

mainstream production and markets. The co-evolutionary agenda starts with standard 

instruments of credit, equities and so on, and aims towards anticipatory intelligence for 

stability, strategy, resilience and transparency. 

- demand-chain pathways are about ecological, social and public value, centred on the 

concept of livelihood and stewardship.  The role of governance is crucial for positive 

reinvestment, and newly emerging concepts on public bonds and universal basic income. 

There are also opportunities in platform economies, crowd-funding, community bonds and 

social impact investment.    

- civic-value-chain pathways (with political-cultural-urban logic), address the other ‘capitals’ 

of land (the commons), knowledge, technology and culture. The climate finance example 

showed how deeper-wider thinking can help to bridge investment gaps and market failures: 

similar principles work for science, technology, and the financial system itself.  

In each of these, there are system effects which produce extreme accumulations of wealth, by 

extraction and expropriation.  The diagram at (C) shows a pyramid or citadel of wealth, which grows 

without limit by its own self-reinforcing power, perhaps the most intractable of all human problems.  

What could possibly change this?   

An alternative diagram at (D) sees a single pyramid of money, morphing into multiple spheres, 

where sooner or later all assets come around for re-investment (see also EQUALITIES-III). Such 

recirculation is driven not only by tax and regulation, or psychology and philanthropy, but by 

practical financial innovation.  As much of the world tends towards a middle-income service-based 
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economy, crude materialism is not the only driver of growth: other social-cultural values are 

relatively more important, and in a restless financial system always seeking opportunity, these areas 

are the new opportunities. The logic points towards a ‘recirculation of values’:  as $1 is more 

valuable and harder to earn for a beggar than a billionaire, there is real societal value, which in 

principle can be realized.  

Again the digital is a prime catalyst, with distributed ledger technology, platform economies and 

deep learning AI. Trading platforms are now emerging with hyper-mutual information, trust ratings 

and trading histories (eBay), cultural co-production (Wikipedia), eco-social investment (Kickstarter), 

with ethical peer to peer lending, bypassing normal banking.  Ownership structures steer towards 

the mutual network and cooperative models, where workers, customers, communities each have 

shared collateral.  The creation of money itself can be re-internalized and re-socialized, from the 

‘fiat’ of private banking to the co-creation of financial democracy.92    

All this is a broad agenda with many strands and pathways, from a blind ‘invisible hand of the 

market’, towards a conscious ‘visible mind of society’.  And in that vein, finance is more than a thing 

or a product, it’s a cognitive and neural process, a deeper economic mind, with capacity for learning, 

thinking and creating, for the transformation from speculative pyramid to recirculatory sphere.  

Then comes the question of how that can happen.  The financial elite have unlimited concentrations 

of wealth and power, operating beyond governments in the global ‘moneyland’.93  It’s hard to see 

how government regulation can really work when the same governments are owned and controlled 

by the elite. So on the principle of ‘building a new system which makes the old obsolete’, we look for 

emerging seeds of game-changers, and ways to cultivate them.   

 

Case examples: intelligent finance 

There’s an emerging social-innovation-finance, as in ‘smart money’, where social impact 

bonds can work wonders for criminal rehabilitation or employment schemes.94  There are 

initiatives in community banking, fitted to local needs and resources and exchanges, such as 

inter-generational compacts between old and young, which are not possible otherwise.95   

There’s rapid growth in sustainable city finance, environmental bonds, direct debt finance by 

project or firm or derivative, and social equity finance.96   There are calls for ‘design thinking’ 

civic entrepreneurs to help create the synergies and collaborations to unlock the potential, 

putting many strands together. Natural capital partnerships such as Pennine Prospects are 

setting up hybrid enterprises with eco-services / adaptation finance, public service and 

community development.97    

Such possibilities and many more are already in motion, with Finance-III as a ‘co-evolution’ of work 

in progress – pointing next towards the economic lodestone, the meaning of growth and prosperity 

itself...  
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6. How to grow & why: Prosperity-III  
 

 

Our island nation case study shows a peculiar mix of wealth and poverty, growth and stagnation, 

ingenuity and dysfunction, smart and unsmart:  

Overview & review: UK as work in progress 

The City of London is the largest of all offshore finance centres, with a ‘global corporate tax 

war waged by the UK through its network of satellite jurisdictions’.98 Financial 

services have long overtaken industry which now runs at just 9% of the economy:99 high 

employment is maintained by low wages, low security and low productivity.  A third of 

households are in some form of poverty, and half of those regularly go hungry or cold:  one of 

the fastest growth sectors is charitable ‘food banks’. The map of ‘low-wage high-welfare’ 

cities shows a stark south-north divide, with 50% cuts to local government targeted on the 

most deprived areas.100 

Meanwhile the balance of rewards has shifted: in 1980 there was a 3:1 ratio of labour 

income to profit, but now half of total value is taken in the form of corporate profit, rentier or 

finance charges.101  This shows up in the London of oligarchs and launderers, with rampant 

inflation and de-socialization of the property market.102  And against macro-economic logic, 

the government pushes a shrinking state towards lower debt, and households and firms into 

higher debt, at the moment around 300% of GDP, with higher costs and lower security.103 A 

nation which wants to lead in the global knowledge economy is busy closing libraries, 

colleges and training spaces.   

Overall the UK economy looks like a house of cards, a ‘ponzi pyramid’ of over-valued property, a 

global hub with post-industrial backyard, trading on what remains of its post-colonial soft power.104  

How did the UK – birthplace of industrial revolutions and democratic welfare states – come to this?  
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FIGURE 5-6: PROSPERITY-III 
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One version of this is sketched in PROSPERITY-III, lower left (C):105   

- The dominant financial sector went ‘feral’ with toxic debts and systemic malfunctions, until 

its partial collapse in 2008: in the aftermath, the UK shifted its course towards a neo-liberal 

small-state model, with budget cuts and deregulation: ‘quantitative easing’ (QE) 

underpinned banks and inflated asset values, to the benefit of the wealthy.   

- On the social side, polarization lowered confidence and skills, and privatization of essential 

services reduced productivity: human resources were under-invested, especially in declining 

areas: global firms moved profits offshore and lowered the tax base: the most vulnerable 

communities were harassed by hostile welfare and immigration systems.  

- Property speculation, residential and commercial, took investment out of the productive 

economy, undermined social housing, promoted inter-generational inequity, and 

destabilized the macro-economy. 

- Longer term commitments to global life-support systems were put to a ‘bonfire of 

regulations’, and the tragic fire of Grenfell Tower was the most visible result.   

Many other post-industrial economies are in a similar partial stagnation, struggling to keep high-end 

consumers in credit, still seeking the elusive material ‘growth’ in a basically flawed model. One 

implication is that economic growth isn’t all about economics – it’s about social psychology, cultural 

identity, trust between workers and managers – easy to say, but less easy to measure or model.  As 

to what’s to be done, some call for marginal improvements in tax or spend, others call for ‘inclusive 

growth’ or ‘sustainable prosperity’, while others call for new models altogether.  

 

From growth to prosperity  
‘What would prosperity look like in a finite world of more than 9 billion people?’ – is a question which 

runs and runs, from the (former) UK Sustainable Development Commission, to the Club of Rome.106    

It seems self-evident that ‘prosperity’ starts with human ‘needs’ and ‘values’, and the ‘livelihoods or 

assets or capabilities’ which enable them.  So we would include not only material-economic, but 

social, cultural, ecological or political needs and values.  As for a headline indicator such as ‘Gross 

National Happiness’, as in Bhutan, any such numbers should be a start of debate rather than end. 

Recalling the fundamentals of synergistic thinking, there’s a relational logic and emergent logic. A 

relational logic on prosperity calls on ‘happiness’ studies on well-being, quality of life, ‘inclusive 

growth’, and post-GDP indicators.107  It seems, beyond a modest threshold of material comfort 

($12,000 per year by some estimates), for most people happiness is in family, friends, communities, 

identities, networks and cultures:  or the counterparts of inequality, loneliness, poverty, 

exploitation, alienation.  As for the emergent, this is reflected in the human condition of exploring 

and creating, aspiration and imagination, creative and restless innovation.  This is the first critique 

for alternative models, such as steady state, ‘doughnut’ or ‘de-growth’ economics: each have 

laudable goals for ecological balance, but tend to overlook the dynamic side of the  human 

condition.108  

But there’s a dilemma: it seems these relational and emergent dimensions – well-being, fulfilment, 

cohesion – are the least ‘economic’ and tradeable, and the most embedded.  The formal economy of 

transactions is de facto measurable, in production, consumption, investment or trade. Beyond that 
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are many forms of economic co-production (shared childcare, elderly care, housework, gardening, 

art, music etc): and co-consumption (festivals, sports, social exchange etc). Here, production merges 

into consumption, and work merges into leisure: a shortlist of roles would include the semi-retired / 

lifelong learners / freelancers / social entrepreneurs / bloggers / interns / sabbaticals / networkers / 

philanthropists / volunteers / mentors / activists / hactivists and net-izens.  

This all helps to reframe the question of growth versus prosperity, not just about Mode-I type 

quantities of stuff, but more about Mode-III qualities of relations and experience.  With the 

synergistic ‘triple-top-line’ accounting logic from ENTERPRISE-III, we would track these relations. For 

example, the winners of the UN City Prosperity Index and similar leagues – Vienna, Melbourne, 

Vancouver etc – built their wealth on a colonial / imperial legacy of exploitation.  So it would be 

more useful to track (where possible), the relational prosperity in such cities, the dependencies and 

expropriations between rich and poor (some examples in DEVELOPMENTAL-III).  

As for the emergent principle, some look for a new macro-economics, with big data and 

supercomputing, where ‘analysts’ crunch numbers for the ‘policy-makers’ pictured in SCIENCE-III.  

There are ongoing experiments with modelling cognitive capitalism or complexity economics.109   But 

it’s arguable that grand theories are not so relevant in an age of turbulence: more useful to explore 

the agile collaborative open-source processes of co-learning and co-creation, or as framed here, the 

synergistic pathways.  

 

From capitalist growth to co-opolist prosperity 
On these lines, here’s a ‘what-if’ proposition for debate – Co-opolism – a system based on 

collaborative co-production and distribution. (Here we focus on the economic side, the political 

follows later in CO-OPOLISM-III).  

The cartoon guide first shows a circus of illusion, in PROSPERITY-III upper left (A).  The edifice has to 

spin faster and faster or else it falls over, feeding the citadels of the hyper-elite, providing workers 

with just enough livelihood to continue, but at the cost of the excluded and superfluous, whose 

welfare cannot be afforded, and so fall through the cracks.  

In contrast, on the top right (B), there’s an intelligent, recirculatory, re-socialized and resilient form 

of civilization. Here surplus value is re-invested as collaborative capital, and ‘surplus need’ is 

recirculated with a ‘foundational economy’, of inter-generational care, co-produced health or 

education, mutually owned finance,  inclusive mentor networks, neighbourhood reciprocity.   

If capitalism is ‘an economic system and ideology based on private ownership of the means of 

production’, then Co-opolism starts with a deeper and wider view. Material ‘production’ shifts 

towards co-production and co-consumption: ‘private ownership’ shifts towards a collaborative or 

mutual ‘stewardship’. And if the ‘economic system and ideology’ has at its core a Darwinian, 

evolutionary jungle of ‘winner-takes-all’, then we explore the possibility of a co-evolutionary model, 

a civilization where ‘winners-are-all’.   

Let’s recall the textbook picture, the economic metabolism or ‘circular flow of money’, here at 

PROSPERITY-III lower left (C).  In this simple version, factories produce goods and sell to distributors, 

who sell to households, who sell their labour to factories, to produce the goods, and so it goes 
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around.  Extensions to the circle can show trade, government or banks: but many others are outside 

the formal economy, such as community enterprises, carers and parent-workers, gardeners and 

ecosystems stewards.  This gap is then used to justify policies of austerity, not only economically 

illiterate (arguably), but part of a global heist, shifting wealth from poor to rich.110  A myopic mental 

model produces a myopic economy: it frames the problem as a lack of linear Mode-I growth, and the 

solution as evolutionary Mode-II competition and deregulation.111  Such problems are not only in 

neo-liberal capitalism: the communist experience showed how a Mode-I type industrial system, too 

rigid and unsmart, was easily hijacked by gangster-oligarchs (hosted and enabled by the City of 

London). 

As for the co-evolutionary: our rewiring diagram at PROSPERITY-III, lower right (D), shows an 

economic circle at the centre of other overlapping circles.  Each circle shows a different kind of 

metabolic flow and value-added: social, cultural, political, technology, ecology and urban domains. 

(Such a list is not final or fixed, but enough to start a debate.)   Each circle overlaps the formal 

economy at the centre, but each has its own kind of logic, which may be more or less measurable 

(i.e. ‘tractable’).   In the centre are the flows of actual money, for production, consumption, saving 

and investment, and in the textbooks driven by selfish economic ‘utility’. In reality there are many 

other combinations of social or ecological or cultural values (fashion, food, arts, sports or tourism, to 

name a few).    

Social value-cycles are seen where people get up, go to work, come home and (hopefully) enjoy life. 

A public value-cycle in government sees policies put into action, with (hopefully) positive effects, 

with a mandate from voters to continue. With a simple ecological cycle, natural materials are found, 

processed, consumed, (hopefully) enjoyed, and returned to nature.112   And where these cycles 

overlap and intersect, real human value can be generated. There are many examples: Fair Trade 

provides ethical value to consumers at marginal financial cost: social media users are both producers 

and consumers of cultural value-added.   

This rewiring diagram starts to look like a tapestry of inter-woven threads, possibly too complex to 

be workable, so we group them into the broad value-chain clusters: supply-chains, demand-chains, 

and civic-public-chains.  Each of the value-chains offers the potential for transformation, from gaps 

(syndromes) to opportunities (synergies): and this transformation process is then the guide for a 

‘pathway for prosperity’, sketched at PROSPERITY-III, lower part (E).   

Livelihood pathways (demand-chain focus with social-economy synergies), follows on the principles 

of Foundational Economy.113  Domestic and family work and care, community and non-profit work, 

eco-cultural work, are at present under-valued and actively excluded by the formal economy (e.g. 

sharing childcare might increase well-being but reduce GDP). Many different strands are now 

emerging – Facebook ‘likes’ or Ebay profiles, time-banking or give-boxes, or other social innovation 

around the corner.  This also links local prosperity to global life-support, where the role of 

governance is to solve the ‘collective action problem’ with a ‘collective intelligence opportunity’.  

This calls up parallel thinking on ‘learning economies’, not only for business competitiveness, but in 

deeper-wider social learning.114   

Productivity Pathways (supply chain focus with techno-economic synergies) take economic logic 

towards its conclusion – to mobilize human resources to meet human needs.  This might start with 

informatics, with advanced digital platforms for every economic function – innovation, trading, 
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investment, production and consumption. Already these are the catalysts for collaborative co-

production systems: the challenge is how to use them for more extended chains, which include 

social and ecological value (as in SMART-COMMUNITIES-III).  Digital platforms are opening new 

possibilities, with distributed ledger Blockchain and similar systems, so that a deeper and wider set 

of value-generations can be traded and invested.  The risk is that financial power will be ever more 

centralized and securitized: the opportunities are in new mutual ownership, social impact 

investment, and community mutual finance as the norm.    

Civic-institutional pathways (with political-economic synergies) are at the core of a collective 

economic intelligence. If civic institutions and public services have the capacity to learn, think and 

create in open dialogue, the value-generation opportunities are huge.  The so-called 

‘entrepreneurial state’ can look not only to the formal economy, but to deeper-wider opportunities, 

in social innovation, or eco-cultural exchange.115 Co-production in health services, for instance, looks 

beyond the limits of the formal health service, towards well-health care / mentor networks, both for 

upstream public health, and for downstream post-operative or elderly care (see PUBLIC-SERVICE-III).   

Each of these pathways enhances and connects with others, as do each of the actors / stakeholders 

around the table. The whole concept of Co-opolism is greater than the parts, not as one theory or 

model, but a dynamic arena for collaboration and dialogue.  It works with linear systems, 

evolutionary and co-evolutionary Mode-III systems, running in parallel, each suited to certain 

activities and times and places.  As for reporting, we don’t expect a simple headline for ‘GDP’ or even 

‘GDI’ (‘Gross Domestic Intelligence’):  but we could put the spotlight on the system qualities of a 

deeper economic mind.     

And so a picture begins to emerge of a typical Co-opolist enterprise. Our corner shop is now in a 

local-global network, a hub for garment recirculation, printed on-site or hand-made, from re-used or 

re-cycled material, with nano-tech and bio-tech, combining eco-design with creative artisans, 

training schoolkids and reskilling seniors. From high fashion to everyday clothing, the former system 

of exploitation is now a learning thinking network, where global corporates are part of the local shop 

network, and vice versa.     

This raises a question on macro-economics, as we know it: credit and investment, it seems, can be 

not only linear quantities, but co-evolutionary relations.  And ‘production’ in the industrial sense, 

where cars are marketed aggressively in order to make more cars, increasing profits and GDP, shifts 

towards ‘co-production’ in the societal sense, where shared cars in co-ownership are re-used for 

integrated transport. At the moment mainstream macro-economic theory and modelling is just 

beginning on this deeper-wider agenda, so there’s a huge space of opportunity. 

Overall this is a brief sketch of an emerging Co-opolism, from the economic side:  for the politics and 

political economy, see Chapter 8. Here it’s about pathways from the ‘animal spirits’ and ‘invisible 

hand’ of markets, towards the ‘human intelligence’ and ‘conscious mind’ of civilizations. And what 

could be more logical than that?  
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7. Pathways: Economies-III 
 

 

All this adds up to an economic paradigm shift, from material production to a multiplicity of co-

production. And much more remains to follow up – work and skills, service innovation, international 

trade, and the ‘fourth industrial revolution’….   

For the moment, we sum up in ECONOMIES-III. At the top left (A) is a snapshot of a world run by 

blood-sucking banks: and at top right (B), the alternative as a journey of co-evolution.  In the centre 

(C) there’s an economic Connexus, the counterpart to the nexus at the beginning.  So far our 

mappings looked at synergies and pathways which are bi-lateral, between two kinds of domains, 

‘eco-political’ or ‘techno-economic’ and so on. The potential is far greater for multiple synergies, 

beyond current words or concepts: the growth sectors of the future may be in ‘socio-eco-platform-

recirculation-stewardship-hubs’, and similar combinations.   

This shows up in the pathways so far,  summed up in the lower parts (D) and (E).  Each follows from 

linear / evolutionary systems on the left, towards co-evolutionary / synergistic / Mode-III on the 

right.  At the top of the tree is finance, powerful and sophisticated, with the seeds of transition to a 

Finance-III already showing in social investment and eco-markets.  This can drive changes in the 

mainstream of production and consumption: on the left, materialistic and myopic, and on the right a 

multiplicity of co-production and co-consumption.  This is built on firms and enterprises, large and 

small: on the left, mono-functional profit extraction, and on the right, a synergistic Enterprise-III of 

wider synergies in the community, and further synergies on the value-chain.  All this is underpinned 

by the ecological shift from a ‘take-make-dump’ model, to a Circul-onomics-III.   These appear all 

together, showing that each feeds the others, alongside related pathways from other sectors.   
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FIGURE 5-7: ECONOMIES-III 
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Meanwhile, there are powerful and predatory forces – embedded elites, geo-political power 

structures, systemic inequalities, technology lock-ins, and addictive consumptions, to name a few.  

LOCAL-ONOMICS-III touched on darker issues of inter-generational trauma and dependency. CIRCUL-

ONOMICS-III touched on the human condition of greed, envy and the illusion of ‘stuff’.  FINANCE-III 

asked how to escape the overlords of a citadel of unlimited wealth.  The overall questions are more 

urgent every day – revolution or co-evolution, confrontation or subversion, or systemic insurgency?   

One view comes with the scenarios in ECONOMIES-LANDSCAPE, which showed for each alternative 

future, dominant forces and counter-vailing resistance. Another view is from the dynamic cycle of 

renewal (last seen in CITIES-III): the capitalist system in different places or sectors may continue with 

material growth, head for crisis, endure painful restructuring, or more probably, a mixture of all 

these. This suggests a shortlist of possibilities for transformation:     

a) Capitalist systems steadily and peacefully transform towards co-opolist systems, (minor 

disruption with gradual improvement); 

b) Capitalist systems fall apart under their internal contradictions, and co-opolist systems are 

just about ready to fill the gap: (major disruption with positive outcome);  

c) Capitalist systems resist, with all-out war on co-opolist systems, as the elites hold onto 

power, increased by digital and financial (existential disruption with negative outcomes).  

Option (c) appears not only disastrous for the majority of people, but catastrophic for global life-

support systems. Option (b) depends on a big ‘what-if’ – capitalism is clearly full of contradictions, 

but shows endless ingenuity in reinventing itself.  Which leaves option (a), and the crucial questions, 

are the co-opolist ideas and models ready?  Are there in fact clear differences between them, or 

more of a spectrum of opportunities? 

Perhaps the most realistic pathway is an incremental, experimental, navigational search, for tangible 

value-creation for all concerned.  Such a pathway could start with the grassroots of the majority 

world – the dispossessed, exploited, marginalized and peripheral at the (so-called) ‘base-of-

pyramid’. It could start with the top of the pyramids and citadels, and look for the crucial pathways 

from extraction to recirculation. Or, it could start with post-industrial cities such as Manchester, who 

are rethinking the whole cycle.  Or, it might look for ways to connect all these, a huge political 

challenge for Chapter 8.   

Summary & self-assessment 

As for next steps, entrepreneurs, managers, workers, policy-makers, campaigners or analysts, all 

have an interest in charting pathways through the turbulence ahead.  The summary table here might 

help (Table 5-1). If the question is focused on a single sector, look for the potential pathways from 

Mode-I to Mode-III (horizontally) in that sector. If it’s more about whole economies, then look 

vertically, for the combinations and synergies across a range of sectors.   

For a real-life enterprise all these can exist and work side by side: for instance, a Mode-I production 

line, Mode-II market pressures, and a Mode-III human resources agenda.  The table can be a start for 

more detailed mapping of ‘actors’ – workers, managers, customers or creditors, and their relations 

of power or exchange. It can also map the ‘factors’ such as production, sales, finance or training: and 
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the ‘domains’ of economic, social or cultural value. Then we look right across the piece for the bigger 

picture – the systemic problems and risks, and systemic opportunities and pathways for 

transformation.  

Table 5-1: Economies-III - summary & self-assessment 

CO-EVOLUT- 
IONARY>>> 

Mode-I 
Linear 

Mode-II  
Evolutionary 

Mode-III 
Co-evolutionary 

 ‘CLEVER’: 
complex 

‘SMART’: 
emergent complexity 

‘WISE’: 
deeper complexity 

‘WIDER’: (actors/factors    

Local economy Industrial units Branch-plant model  Local economic intelligence 

Resource economy Take-make-dump model Smart manufacturing Integrated circul-onomics 

Work & skills  Labour units Worker-entrepreneurs Integrated livelihoods  

Enterprise models Material value-added Enterprise value-chain Multi-value constellations 

Finance  High St banking Wall St finance Societal collateral  

Macro-economy Material growth  Innovation, competition Multi-valent prosperity  

‘DEEPER’ (domains)    

Social economy Social units Social networks  Social co-intelligence 

Techno- economy Mono-functional tech Multi-function smart tech Integrated wiser-tech 

Economic systems Mass production / cons Extractive prod / cons Holistic socio-eco economy 

Environment-economy Low-carb in tonnes Low-carb markets Low carb transformation 

Political economy  Command economy Neo-liberal capitalism Networked ‘co-opolism’ 

Cultural economy Cultural niches Cultural markets Cultural civilizations 

Spatial economy Simple growth / decline Smart networks Wise specialization  

Structural  archetypes & 
myths  

Archetype of material 
growth 

Archetype of evolution & 
competition 

Archetype of prosperity & 
livelihood  

 

Whether for self-assessment, systems analysis, or road-mapping, this summary can link with other 

economic tools, such as market analysis, business modelling, supply chains, stress-tests and 

innovation curves.  For more see the TOOLKIT-IN-USE, the MULTI-VERSITY-III, and the guidance online.    

All of these are essential tools for our next Grand Challenge, overleaf – on a small and fragile blue-

green planet, how can 8-10 billion people get along together?? 
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10 Bathelt & Gluckner 2011: Scott 2008 
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